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QUESTION 1

A customer has an international presence and a strong brand image. The customer considers the exceptional quality
images used for both print and on the website to be essential for its business, The customer uses AEM 6.5 managed
services with a configuration of 2 dispatchers, 2 publishers, and 1 author. 

The original images can weigh up to 500Mb with videos weighing even more. Renditions are generated after files are
uploaded to AEM DAM by the Design team so the Authoring team can use them on the website. 

The teams report issues with platform stability and slowness. Visitors report that images look pixelated on some screens
and pages are very slow to load. 

Which two actions should the Architect take to resolve these issues? (Choose two.) 

A. Train the design team to upload smaller assets and save the originals elsewhere 

B. Allocate more memory to ImageMagick and FFmpeg 

C. Optimize renditions for the different viewports used by the visitors 

D. Split AEM Assets and Sites in two different stacks and use Connected Assets 

E. Add more dispatchers and publishers to the AEM configuration 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer\\'s photo gallery site uses query parameters to filter photo search results. The site experiences high AEM
Publish server load when users filter photos on the site. The customer would like to identify the cause of this issue. 

What should the Architect investigate first? 

A. ignoreUrlParams configuration in dispatcher.any 

B. Dispatcher load balancing configuration 

C. Cache-Control Headers in dispatcher.any 

D. Volume of assets being loaded at a time 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A large AEM enterprise site is implementing authentication and requires a true optimal load balancing across the site\\'s
multi AEM publish instances. Which approach should an Architect take to meet this requirement? 

A. Configure Sticky Connections 

B. Configure the Dispatcher to run with a Dedicated System Usei 
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C. Enable Encapsulated Token Option 

D. Enable Round Robin processing in Dispatcher configuration 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A news agency editor wants to publish news articles to an intermediate Publish (preview) instance for internal review
before publishing the article to production Publish instance. Which two steps should the Architect recommend? (Choose
two.) 

A. Create a closed user group (CUG) for editors 

B. Create a reverse replication agent on preview server 

C. Create a separate live copy to preview content 

D. Set up a new replication agent for preview server 

E. Create a custom publish workflow 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

A client\\'s site does not show the latest page content for some site visitors. The client has two data centers with each
configured with a Dispatcher connected to two Publish machines. The site load issue only occurs intermittently for
visitors from one of the data centers. 

Which step should the Architect take to resolve the issue? 

A. Disable caching on all impacted data centers Dispatchers to force the Publish machines to serve the page content 

B. Check the Publish instance(s) attached to the Dispatcher associated to the impacted data center 

C. Check the SSL certificate on the impacted data center\\'s load balance. 

D. Review the log files on the Author instances to determine if there are any template errors 

Correct Answer: C 
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